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Tension active systems are compelling architectural structures
having an intimate connection between structural performance
and the arrangement of material.The direct flow of structural
forces through the material makes these systems attractive and
unique from an aesthetic point of view, but they are a challenge
to develop from a design and an engineering perspective.
Traditional methods for solving such structural systems rely on
both analog modeling techniques and the use of highly
advanced engineering software.The complexity and laborious
nature of both processes presents a challenge for iterating
through design variations.To experiment with the spacemaking capabilities of tension active systems, it is necessary to
design methods that can actively couple the digital simulation
with the analog methods for building the physical structure.
What we propose is a designer-authored process that digitally
simulates the behaviors of tension active systems using simple
geometric components related to material and structural
performance, activated and varied through elemental
techniques of scripting.The logics for manufacturing and
assembly are to be embedded in the digital generation of form.
The intention is to transform what is a highly engineered
system into an architectural system where investigation is as
much about the determination of space and environment as it
is about the arrangement of structure and material.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A common method for digital design generation is to separate the shaping
of form from the application of a structural strategy. While this process
allows for freedom in form and space experimentation, it often leads to
problems when coordinating a structural system with the forms that have
been established. In comparison, with tension active systems the overall
form and position of materials are driven directly by the flow of forces
through the system.This presents a certain degree of efficiency in the
relation of material to structure and enclosure of space.The lightness of
these structures in relation to the amount of force that they can withstand
is attractive. It presents an opportunity to directly link design generation
with the material and structural strategy. But, the complexity of this type of
structural system poses a challenge for the architect, particularly those who
wish to explore non-standard spatial and material organizations.
Defining architecture in a digital environment is a matter of manipulating
geometries. Geometries without structural or material constraints have a
vast solution space.The first step for narrowing the solution space is in
defining the most basic geometric element and charging it with properties
(constraints) based on physical behavior.The next step is addressing the
network by establishing a solver for the behavior of the whole system
(aggregation of geometric units). In the case of simulating cable nets, a
simple digital element that can simulate flow of forces is a computational
spring which follows Hooke’s Law of elasticity.This is represented by a
simple unit of geometry (a line), yet dynamic and extensible in that it can be
realized as an element under tension force or compression force, with
direct implications into material definition. Solving the network happens
through the method of dynamic relaxation, iterative steps for finding the
balance of force flow through the system.
To fold this into a system for iterative design and structural behavior
simulation, there has to be variability and accessibility within the system.The
mathematics and programming for computational spring systems and
dynamic relaxation are advanced, but their processing load is quite light.The
number of variables for a single spring is limited but can be connected to
material properties such as elasticity.The organization of a network of
springs, though, is completely flexible and independent of the individual
spring properties. Accessing variables of individual springs and defining the
protocol for connectivity of the network are straightforward and done
through basic scripting.
This mode of realizing extensibility through simple material units and
techniques for transformation fits with the process of biological growth.
Examining these methods aid in understanding the need for simple design
mechanisms for generating high degrees of variation and specification in
form. Activating all of the options for spring parameters and network
association provides for vast arrays of forms, each of which are structurally
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valid. But, considering this tool as a system for exploration, validity could be
expanded to consider forces of arrangement.These particular traits would
be realized through a well-managed catalog of elements and variables.

2. METHODS FOR DESIGNING WITH CABLE NET
STRUCTURES
The study of cable net structure falls into the more general category of
form-finding, structural systems where material and structure have very
strong interdependencies. Form-finding, in contemporary methods, is done
through two sets of procedures: physical simulation with scale models, and
digital simulation through advanced engineering software.These two modes
are often not directly related, and both, independently have impedances to a
quick, iterative design-oriented process.The resolution and optimization of
material to structure is often the singular mode of intention for both of
these processes.

2.1. Contemporary Techniques Based on Analog and
Digital Simulations
Physical modeling as the method for designing with form-finding structures
is done at a particular scale where there can be a connection between the
materials in the scale model and the materials to be used in construction.
This often means models are built at a scale as close to 1:1 as possible.
Where the flow of force is dependent on the properties of the material,
“scaling” the performance of the model to full-scale means there has to be
a link in material make-up between the different scales.There is a
translational process not only in size but in material properties, structure,
and performance of the overall system.This transition if often not easily
accomplished. Factors of material and structure can scale at different rates
when moving up in size.
To study the analog model, understanding the transitions in scale, means
an almost scientific examination of its behavior, purely within the scope of
structural performance and how the materials can withstand those forces.
This knowledge and method is outside of the realm of the architect as a
designer.To understand the behavior of the system, the entire system has to
be constructed.This is embedded in the nature of structures based on
form-finding. Structure and material are interdependent; therefore all
material parts play a role in the shaping of form.Where the architect wants
to investigate various possibilities of the effects of the structure on physical
environment and its influences on inhabitation, changes to parts of the
system are inevitably necessary.This means a cost in the physical adjustment
of the scale models, and the re-analysis of the relation of material and
structure for the entire system. Iterative design changes are a challenge in
this mode of design investigation.When basing process and analysis on
physical modeling methods, the transition to information for construction is
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cumbersome as well. It means another layer of incredibly precise
examination to determine dimensions for material and methods of
assembly.
 Figure 1. Analog form-finding model
for Munich Olympic Stadium by Frei
Otto at scale of 1:125.

Digital simulation alleviates some of the issues around translation in
terms of physical forces and information for construction. But, the
accessibility of these programs, such as Forten 3000, from a design point of
view is limited, and the use does still demand expertise in the structuring of
tensile systems. RhinoMembrane, by TSI, is a plug-in for Rhino that simulates
tensile membrane structures, and attempts at bridging the gap between
design and engineering for tension-active systems. In testing the software,
though, there is still a limitation to design investigation. Because of the
demanding setup and the prescription of certain elements to their part in
the form-finding process, defining edge cables and pre-stress for instance,
being able to control and vary the system is difficult. Also, this works with a
“black box” algorithm meaning the computation and mathematics at play
are not being fully exposed to the designer therefore not utilized in the
design investigation process.These engineering-based software packages and
plug-ins do not offer a light or low-resolution analysis within the architects
grasp to provide intuition in form-making that can later be fully examined.

2.2. Emerging Paradigms for Tension-Active Simulation
Various experiments in developing digital algorithms mimicking form-finding
methods have led to the creation of an efficient computational method for
simulating tension-active systems based on springs. In 2004, Prof.
Ochsendorf and Simon Greenwold, through a workshop at MIT, conducted
digital form-finding experiments based on Gaudi’s analog form-finding
experiments with catenaries. One product of this workshop was an
algorithm built for the Processing language based on the physics of springs.
Axel Kilian in his Phd work at MIT, utilized this algorithm to digitally formfind linear catenaries. He extended the application to solve for tensile
surfaces by using a network of springs. Springs are a part of a computational
physics model where their force is connected, generally, to the distance at
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which the two ends of the spring sit apart from each other. Hooke’s Law
specifies the amount of force through the degree of difference between a
spring’s actual length and its rest length. A spring-based computational
system serves as an efficient solver for tension-active systems.The
particular system by Greenwold is placed within the programming
environment of Processing (a Java based language) allowing it be lightweight,
flexible, and openly accessible.

2.3. Biological Precedents for Computational Processes
Michael Hensel hypothesizes about a computational process “extending the
concept of the material system by embedding material characteristics,
geometric behavior, manufacturing constraints and assembly logics.”[1] This
is the goal of a computational design process for cable net structures. An
examination of the field of evolutionary biological development offers
models for how integration of a high number of components and functions
can be realized through simple, repetitive means.
 Figure 2. Daintywalker is an
application developed by Sodaplay. It is
an example of an interactive
environment where the
responsiveness is immediate in the
calculation of structure and movement
of the system.The main algorithm is
based on springs.

Evolution of Geometry and Transformation Methods
Biological development occurs through sets of elemental tools and functions
interacting in various manners to produce differentiated structures.The
influence and necessity of evolution as a simultaneous action needs to be
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understood as well. Not all results from the process of development are
valid for one reason or another. But, through layers of criteria and endless
testing, valid outcomes are produced.This occurs at all scales of the process.
A question arises when translating this understanding to an architectural
context. Biological development works through a fixed set of constructor
genes (homeobox) spurring certain chemical reactions that read place and
time to build specific structures.This method and the catalog of homeobox
genes has evolved for millions of years.This form-making method is able to
produce fit, effective organisms for the environments to which they engage.
The basic form-making methods for architecture (in the experiment in this
article it is expressed as the computational spring and its transformation
through the activation of a spring network) have not had the time or the
number of iterations of testing to prove their fitness. It, therefore, has to be
considered in the method of evolving architectural form.The geometry and
methods for assembling and transforming the geometry are susceptible to
the fitness/selection process.What relevance does the geometric unit have
to the eventual pressures (environment, space, function, etc.) that it will
come upon? These are questions about geometry, its implications to
material, and process methods to be solved through analyses of the results
of the design system.This is an idealistic view to propose that evolution of
design involves the evolution of design process. But, nonetheless, it is
important to acknowledge that effective form can only be generated from
effective and appropriate means.
Biological Growth Models Abstracted as Computation Tools
Evolutionary Developmental Biology explains growth and development
through the following: modularity, repetition, switching, and geography.[2]
The interconnection of these is what gives the process its robustness and
extensibility.The functioning of the homeobox presents clear processes for
how variation can be generated with the same set of tools.
Homeobox genes are very common sets of genes in all living organisms.
They help to lay out the chemical foundation for biological growth.
Homeobox genes do not act alone.They coordinate with time, place, and
other genes within the embryo turning on and off different parts of the
gene-set to generate specificity,. A specific Homeobox gene called Distal-less
can activate growth for various kinds of appendages. In the fruit fly and the
butterfly, it will spur growth of both antennae and wings. In the Butterfly,
evolution has helped the Distal-less gene to also gain the ability to produce
the spots on the wing of the butterfly, a vastly different architecture but,
nonetheless, originating from the same gene.These types of development
are all generated through the switching on and off of the Distal-less gene at
particular times and in particular regions of the embryo.This is a very
singular and simplified look at biological development. But, it helps in
understanding how the constant switching and the variation of time and
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place can allow for the same set of tools (genes) to build such
differentiated, unique, evolved structures.
It is this relation of simplicity in process to extensibility in form-making
that is to be carried over into the logics for computation. One way of
modeling biological growth in computation is by viewing the “switching” as
that of a Boolean, true/false, function, an “If Else” test. A gene can be seen
as a single function that passes several inputs.The scripting equivalent of a
homeobox gene would be a function that has several variables (including
time and place) that can turn on or off certain capabilities, redirecting
growth in a specific way.Whatever functions are built within the code, the
Boolean test can be applied both globally and locally, to trigger certain
degrees of transformation and development. In the scripting environment of
Rhino (nurbs modeling software), switching can be equated to use of the
Select Case function. However, this function is limited in that it demands
finite inputs. A preferred method would be using “If Else” or the extended
“If ElseIf”. Beyond the “If” test though, the importance in maintaining
simplicity is that the general growth function is always the same, being
constantly reused. Differentiation and specificity occur through the variables
accessible with the single growth (transformation) function.
A simple example would be the Scale1D function in Rhino. It demands
inputs for form, origin, direction, and magnitude. By “switching” between
different value sets for each of these inputs, very different forms can
emerge.The system is “growing” in different ways through the use of the
same “growth” function.This is shown in a simple exercise for evolving
aggregated volumes of space (Figure 3). Magnitude, the degree of scale, is
 Figure 3.The simple Scale1D
function in RhinoScript is used
recursively to generate intricate arrays
of volumes, evolved for structure and
volumetric continuity.
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derived from a fixed set of values. Directionality is a variable.The origin for
the Scale1d function is chosen from the possible corners of a bounding box.
Cycling through these fixed set of variables as inputs allows the singular
Scale1d function to shape forms of varying scale, proportion, and
directionality.

2.4. Network Topology
As the unit is defined in relevance to a material/structural system, the
association of geometric units is more flexible. Qualifying the logic and
method for those associations has to do with the potential demands that
they may align within different parts of the design process and in the
context to which the resulting form will exist. Defining the associations
means understanding topology and the degrees to which it may be varied,
fixed, and scaled.The mapping of nodes describing pathways for
communication and data transfer is the basic definition of network
topology, where nodes are considered as devices constituting a computer
network.[3] Examples of base network topologies are shown in Figure 4.
This is a useful description for how a particular pattern (or a systematic
hybrid of multiple patterns) for the association of nodes can be constructed
 Figure 4. Examples of logical
network topologies depicting various
patterns for connecting network
devices. Logical topology describes
association not spatial position.
Ring

Fully connected

Mesh

Line

Star

Tree

to form an interconnected continuous network. It is also important to
clarify that network topology does not consider position. It refers only to
the strategy for arrangement of the devices that are engaged in the network
environment.This explains the difference between a logical topology (of
associations) and a physical topology (of position).[4]
Geometric Topology
Geometric topologies have limits to the types of geometries that they can
construct.The repercussions are examined here both in terms of geometry
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performance and in connection to its potential for the definition of the
boundaries of architectural space. In the cable net experiment, selecting the
logic akin to the “ring” topology, when transformed into 3 dimensions,
means for a continuous surface that can define various degrees of bounded
space.The appropriateness of the “ring” topology is evident when compared
to other network topology types.The “line” topology (expanded as a
surface) can be transformed to define some enclosure as a continuous
surface. But there is a geometric repercussion in the anomaly that occurs
 Figure 5. Sheet translation into a
continuous closed surface produces an
anomaly, the seam, as shown in graphic
D. The continuous cylindrical
morphology is in the nature of what is
described in graphic E.There is an
origin but the seam would not
respond differently to other portions
of the network when transformed in a
particular way. [5]

when the first and last points are placed in the same position effectively
closing the path. (Figure 5) In network topology terms, there would be an
unnecessary redundancy in devices. In geometric terms, there would be a
discontinuity in the performance of the surface at that moment as
compared to other moments within the network.
It makes sense that the “line” topology expands to an open surface
defined by 4 edges, where the “ring” topology easily transforms to a 1dimensional continuous surface, bounded by 2 edges. (Figure 6) It would
seem that forming space through a series of surfaces involves more effort,
physically and computationally. Surfaces are either transformed to define a
continuous boundary (with subsequent geometric issues as mentioned
earlier) or work coupled with multiple serfaces to eventually have a clear
delineation of space.The other topologies, cylindrical and torus based, more
quickly and clearly begin to define the boundaries and orientation of a
particular space, and all with a single strategy.

 Figure 6. Basic quad network
topologies. Each overall arrangement
has unique limitations to the spatial
definition that can be generated.
Categories for topologies are (6.a)
open, (6.6) 1D continuous, and (6.c) 2d
continuous [6]
6.a
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6.b

6.c

3. EXPERIMENTING WITH COMPUTATIONAL
SPRING SYSTEMS
Computational springs are based on Particle Systems.The initial setup is
developed through the creation of an array of particles. It carries values for
gravity, mass, and force, in this case, comes from a network of springs.The
position of a particle can be calculated through the simple equation of force
(f) = mass*acceleration, where f is the vector sum of all forces. Springs
present forces acting between 2 particles. [7] Their performance is defined
by the variables of rest length, spring strength, and dampening.To solve the
accumulation of vector forces such as in a network of interconnected
springs, the RK Solver or Euler Solver is typically used. Constructing the
spring network is a matter of associating the appropriate particles. In this
case, the definition of “appropriate” is quite critical.This will signify the type
of network topology that is formed.The network topology is a user-defined
condition and is non-positional.The physical topology is determined
algorithmically resolving issues of force flow.This is where each particle’s
position is defined.
The step of enacting external forces and resolving the internal flow of
forces drives the final positioning of the particles and the formation of
space.With the spring system, this happens through the combination of the
spring solver and the computational process of dynamic relaxation. Dynamic
relaxation is the current standard for realizing the equilibrium state of
tension active systems through iterative steps of vector oscillation. [6]
(Figure 7). It is important to see the distinction between the physical
topology defined through dynamic relaxation working and the user-defined
network topology.

 Figure 7. Dynamic Relaxation of
Spring system in Processing. A

network of springs connects
certain particles at fixed
positions to unfixed particles
that are initially located
randomly in space. Relaxation
resolves system to equilibrium state of
forces.

3.1. Cable Net Installation
The Cable Net Installation is an experiment in synthesizing processes of
digital simulation and fabrication into a design system allowing for
experimenting with associations between material arrangement and spatial
effects. (Figure 8)
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3.2. Cylindrical Net Morphology
The Cylindrical Net Morphology is defined by the user-generated network
topology consisting of computational springs where form is generated
through finding an equilibirum of tension forces.The network topology is

 Figure 8. Photos of the Cable Net
installation, London. 2008 (photo
credits: MorSE).
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based on the 1D continuous surface (“ring” network) method of
association.any form that the system produces. part of the potential for the
network topology to realize a specific architecture of multiple spaces
defined by a single continuous boundary. Prior to all particles positions
being realized there is the opportunity to embed certain surface
performance characteristics, begining to narrow the solution space.
The initial experiments focus on establishing the list of parameters
available in the system using symmetry to test the process. Considering the
context of the exhibition space, the symmetrical arrangement is
transformed into an involuting cylinder through the variation of two basic
functions. (Figure 9) The circular array of anchor points undergoes an
anisotropic transformation into an elliptical array. It is then varied and
tested to determine which end-nodes of the system attach to points along
this elliptical array.This function drives the basic involution of the cylinder
when an end-node from one end is transformed to the other end.The
variable of switching nodes from being fixed (anchored in physical terms) to
un-fixed is tested in various locations.This investigates the ranges of density
in the resulting mesh and the number of anchor points to the existing
exhibition space. Attachments points for the net are minimized in the ceiling
and evenly distributed in the floor.

 Figure 9.Transformation of the
symmetrical cylinder to an involuted
cylinder, is accomplished through the
reshaping of anchor points and the
switching of fixed and unfixed particle
settings and their positions.

At the local scale of the system, the topology is based on a 4-way
network of springs. Each node has 4 springs connected to it.The anomaly
for this is at each end of the network where it is only a 2-way condition.
This is further developed in the Installation to where each typical node has
a 5-way connection of springs.The entire system is doubled creating two
cylindrical networks.This enables the potential for a local spatial condition –
an expansion of the surface of the net when the two networks are
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displaced from each other.With the 5-node array, displacement occurs
through certain springs and local pockets of discreet space are formed.The
additional spring connection pushes the two surfaces of the net apart
providing the spatial articulation but also becoming a physical compression
element in construction. A computational spring will act in compression
when its actual length is smaller than its desired rest length.Whether a
spring is in tension or compression can only be realized in the dynamic
relaxation process. It cannot be prescribed prior to that process.The
compression element is an expandable or contractible device for fine tuning
the balance of tension in the system. It works at both a global scale, across
the span of the involuting cylindrical surfaces, and locally, between the two
surfaces. (Figure 10)
 Figure 10. Compression elements
are defined computationally as springs
that contain a higher strength factor
than their neighboring springs.The
black elements act to separate the two
surfaces of the Net.The gold elements
expand the entire volume of space.

3.3. Particle Array
One of the simplest components of the design system is the double array
assignment identifying each particle.(Figure 11) The double array is created
through a simple nested for-loop. Each step of assembling (defining the
network topology), refining, and extracting information from the particle
array simply means re-accessing the double array.The identification for each
node remains constant through every transformation of the form.The
methodology (the for-loop) remains constant as does the data inserted into
the for-loop (the double array values for each particle/node).The ability to
address different issues and manipulate form generation in various ways is
simply through the shift in how the for-loops move through the double
array.These varied methods are described in Figures 12 and 13. It is a quite
sophisticated capability in controlling, localizing, and accurately locating
transformation, but accomplished through simple for-loop mechanisms.
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 Figure 11. Node identification for
the initial cylindrical array of particles.
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 Figure 11. Logical array of springs
with map of double array particle
identifications (11.a). Diagram 11.b
describes the for-loop for associating
nodes to create the cylindrical
topology. Diagram 11.c shows the
movement through the double array
for generating information on the
“strings” created for fabrication.
Diagram 11.d shows the placement of
the additional spring utilized for
displacing the double surface of the
Net.
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 Figure 12.
Scripting of the forloops in Processing
for 12.a the
generation of the
initial particles, 12.b
the installation of
the springs
connecting the
particles (creating
the geometric
topology), and 12.c
sorting through the
nodes to generate
information for the
fabrication of the
Net.

12.b

12.a

12.c
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 Figure 13. Tags are generated, via
script, to identify unique node ID, and
define which lines (for construction)
intersect to locate that node in space.

3.4. Particles to Fabrication
The ease of fabrication is in the direct relationship of the initial components
of the computational system to the parts of the physically constructed
form.The particle is the identifier of a node in space, the point at which the
springs connect.The spring, in the relaxed model, defines a physical distance
between the nodes. Fabrication is a matter of coordinating this information
and qualifying it to the characteristics of the material being used for
construction.This logic is universal in the system. No matter what the
formal outcome is the method for sorting through the nodes/particles for
fabrication is the same for each result.
The node identification is the most valuable information of the entire
system.This is generated in the very first step of the process, where each
node is defined by a unique double array value.The next step is in
understanding the sequence of connecting the nodes. Rather than
translating one spring to one length of material (in this case, 2.5mm
diameter string is used), an array of springs is connected so each net is
broken down into only 20 individual lengths of material.The connection
sequence for nodes is shown in Figure 11, Diagram 11.c. For construction,
tags are generated to locate the nodes along the lengths of line and indicate
which lines connect at each particular node. (Figure 13) This data is then
further filtered to define the specific distances between nodes and the
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overall lengths of the lines for construction. In calculation, the stretch of the
2.5 mm diameter string is considered and the distances between nodes are
adjusted to respect material as opposed to their finite locations in digital
space. (Figure 14)

4. RELATING COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS
TO OUTCOME
Cable net structures are dynamic systems, and if driven by digital simulation
still need physical representation to verify the principles and further
examine the results.This has discreet analytical values for structural
performance and its relation to the context in which it is installed. Since this
experiment is about cable nets being pursued through an iterative
architectural design strategy, it is important to evaluate the material affects
on dynamics of space, movement, occupation, activity, and other
particularities that the installed artifact may produce. Understanding these
values and matching them to variables within the design system can allow
for continued investigations that extend to other direct architectural values.

4.1.Validity of Computational Results
In the experiments shown in Figures 15 the dynamic relaxation process
produced what we recognized as invalid results.The spring network did not
resolve to a solution that was intuitively logical (this is a delicate point, our
intuition could be wrong and the calculations could be proving that or
confirmation can be assessed in comparison to physical experiments). In our
physical models the arrangement fell into symmetry.When comparing
analog and digital models, we found the algorithm could produce errors or
at least be “sensitive” to the parameters in these instances.
 Figure 14.Transferring of node
identification from digital model to
fabrication data. Layout of individual
lines for fabrication (top) highlights
node location along the string and
distances between nodes. Data
translated to tags (bottom) contains
unique node IDs, and identifies lines
that connect at each node.
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4.2. Qualifying the Network Topology
The most interesting result from the experiment is that the digital process
transforms from structural simulation to a design simulation. In engineering
software packages used for cable net structures, the setup demands high
specificity of material and positional details. In this environment where
demands are many and mostly related to predetermined material and the
ability to connect variables with design intent is quite minimal.The ability to
perform multiple iterations can be even more difficult. In the design
oriented process, there are intentionally embedded opportunities for
investing concepts of design independent of issues of structure. One
significant component of this process is the computational net topology. It
has been put in service of two main conditions. First, a logic for fabrication
has been applied based on a regular pattern of springs and a node
identification system to easily sort through the springs. Second, the network
is influenced by a more abstract set of conditions based on the notion of
creating varying degrees of bounded space through the use of one
continuous, connected surface: the cylindrical topology.
Spatial Networks
This experiment uses a network topology with a certain potential for
enclosing and orienting space where the geometric units that construct the
network have a direct correlation with a material strategy.The development
of a spatial network topology is shown through a series of physical modeling
 Figure 15. Sequence showing the
improperly relaxed cylindrical net.The
original locations of the nodes and the
sequence in which springs are
connected to eachother did have
influence in the settling of the springs
through dynamic relaxation.The way in
which springs track from fixed points
at one end to fixed points at the other
end determine whether forces will
resolve symmetrically.
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experiments with tensioned net structures, preceding the design of the
Cable Net Installation.With the intention of forming a system that when
translated into its physical topology arranges surface, structure, and space,
the “ring” network topology is translated into a 3-dimensional network. In
Figure 17, the system is defined by 5 closed loops, where each loop is 30
cm in perimeter and each pair of loops are interwined 5 times.This
experiment delineates clearly the translation from a simple network
topology into a physical topology.The loop dimension and number of
“intertwinings” describes the variables for the system.
This model is an example of a typical “form-finding” process. But, the
interesting aspect is in the link between the inherent geometric logic of the
initial loop, as a closed “ring”, and the spatial form constructed when
activated into a physical topology.This connection between material and
space in the most rudimentary components of the design system is a
primary necessity in the design process that solves for integrated conditions
of surface, space, and structure.

 Figure 17. Initial network topology
is transformed into a tensioned net
structure.When tension is added, the
location of the nodes is determined
and also descriptive of the flow of
forces through the entire array of
loops.

Computationally-based Spatial Networks
Other types of systems can be engaged working with the same directness,
responding to inputs of space, material and structure. Considering fabric
(membrane) materials as a part of the cylindrical net morphologies provides
for further definition and articulation of space, while also working reflexively
with the structure of the system. Figure 18 shows a minimal surface
component that activates surface, space, tension and compression when
acted upon by external forces. D-Forms is another mathematical definition
with potential as a material-space component. It is based on a principle
where two shapes of identical perimeter length can create developable
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 Figure 18. Spatial component which
integrates membranes with a
compression element. Physical
experiment is translated to a
computational spring system in
Processing, where a quad topology of
springs simulates the membrane
material.

 Figure 19. Software developed by
Kristoffer Josefsson generates the
DForm and produces its two
developable sheets.

surfaces that interlock. [8] There is a unique reciprocity in the system
where both surfaces must be generated for the exact solid shape to be
determined. (Figure 19) Volume is an embedded characteristic in the
generation of form. It is through these types of tools and the understanding
of their underlying logics through which we intend to realize architectures
of multiple, specific, and interrelated concerns of material and space.
Surfaces, Boundaries, and Continuity
In the Cable Net Installation, the main characteristic of architectural space
is one of continuity. Continuity, as we choose to further characterize it, is
that of a series of spaces that are both interconnected yet distinct and
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 Figure 20. Design iterations are
generated using the design system
developed for the Cable Net
Installation. Minimal shifts in variables
produce significant shifts in form. All
iterations are resolved structurally, and
can be manufactured in the exact
same manner as the Installation.

described by the most minimal means of material and structure. In the
installation, this is realized through the material arrangement with its varying
degrees of density in the physical mesh. Spaces, though differentiated, are
described by the one continuous surface.This surface is further articulated
by doubling it, offering conditions of local spatial and structural articulation.
This may only be intuited from the final output, as no calculable terms have
been put on this description, nor has a direct connection been made to
what sets of variables drive these characteristics.The purpose for this
initial experiment is in generating the catalog of spaces that are possible
with the parameters established in the computational system (the
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geometric topology, the springs, the material, the structure, and the
fabrication). Once the capabilities are understood, the computational
process can be expanded to test and evolve relationships that include
these more specific characteristics of space. It could be argued that in the
design possibilities of this type of material system, examination in built
form is necessary to evolve the method, the pressures on the system, and
the outcome.

5. CONCLUSION
The paradigm for process becomes about behaviors as observed and
embedded. Simulation is typically seen as an engineer’s tool for analyzing
the structural phenomena in particular material arrangements. In the
context of this paper, it is imagined that simulation can also analyze and
embed behaviors such as organization, material effects, and environment.
Structural viability is an embedded analysis and feedback tool through the
dynamic relaxation process. Simple tools can be inserted to read and
tabulate material patterns that produce certain spatial effects. First
examined as observed traits of a particular form, the results can be
analyzed determining the values that drive their generation. Once
established as a trait, values can be folded back into the process to amplify
or minimize the effect.The trait becomes a pressure on the simulation
process. Behavior becomes driven by influences of spatial characteristics,
constraints of material, and the balance of structural forces.This describes
a more thorough design system where experimentation is through varying
multiple and inter-related parameters involved with the creation,
conceptually and physically, of architectural form.
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